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Jessica Cunningham became a teacher because she believed that if she worked hard 

and set a high standard for herself, she could help students open doors to brighter 

futures. Unfortunately, Jessica struggled to come to terms with the limited impact she 

was having as an educator working in the public school system, where she felt that 

expectations for students and faculty were often limited.  

Although she loved teaching, Jessica knew there was a way 

to educate students better. Unwilling to leave the teaching 
profession altogether, Jessica set out to find a school that was 
giving kids in Washington, D.C. the education she knew they 
deserved. 

Jessica joined KIPP DC as a teacher in 2003 and immediately 

felt at home. When asked what about KIPP DC’s model sets it 

apart from other school systems, Jessica replies simply, “We 

don’t have a model. We just figure out what works and get 
really good at doing it.”

KIPP DC’s commitment to doing what works begins with 

adults. Jessica has seen firsthand that oftentimes, the bar is 
set too low for teachers. At KIPP DC, Jessica found a group 

of smart, committed educators who expected a lot of 

themselves and, in turn, taught their students to expect more 

of themselves as well.

Since joining KIPP DC over a decade ago, Jessica has taught 

at KIPP DC KEY Academy, KIPP DC’s first school, and founded 
WILL Academy, KIPP DC’s third middle school, where she 

served as principal for four years. Jessica also held the 

position of KIPP DC Chief Academic Officer for two years. She 
is currently the principal at KIPP DC College Preparatory, a 

high school that KIPP DC established in 2009.

“KIPP DC strives to pave the way for the vast majority of our 

students,” says Jessica. “While most other schools are still 
on dirt roads, ours are paved. It’s not that it isn’t possible for 

kids to get down the road at other schools, it’s just a much 

bumpier ride.”

national network of high-performing, college-preparatory 

KIPP DC became part of that national network in 2001 with 

basement in Anacostia. KIPP DC’s staff, which consisted of 
just five people at that time, went door-to-door recruiting 
students to attend KEY Academy in the school’s first year. At 
each door, KIPP DC staff promised families that KEY Academy 
would give students an education that prepared them to face 

KIPP DC has grown significantly since those early days. The 

KIPP DC has grown, its approach to education has remained 
consistent: figure out what works and do it well. 

classroom to classroom in an effort to meet the needs of each 
student. Above all, KIPP DC strives to fill its schools with the 

the best possible education is no easy task, and requires 
vigilant monitoring and adapting. That’s why the organization 
is part of youthCONNECT, VPP’s philanthropic effort to align 
public-private capital with evaluation experts and innovative 
nonprofits, all working to improve opportunities for 
vulnerable youth in the National Capital Region.

“Anyone who seeks to improve educational 

should study the successes of KIPP DC. They 
are truly revolutionizing how to set students 

 VPP Founding Chairman 
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The Investment Partner: KIPP DC

expectations for students and faculty were often limited.  

to educate students better. Unwilling to leave the teaching 
profession altogether, Jessica set out to find a school that was 
giving kids in Washington, D.C. the education she knew they 

don’t have a model. We just figure out what works and get 

adults. Jessica has seen firsthand that oftentimes, the bar is 

of smart, committed educators who expected a lot of 

at KIPP DC KEY Academy, KIPP DC’s first school, and founded 

position of KIPP DC Chief Academic Officer for two years. She 

students,” says Jessica. “While most other schools are still 

KIPP, which stands for Knowledge is Power Program, is a 

national network of high-performing, college-preparatory 
public charter school systems. Across the country, KIPP serves 

58,000 students in 162 schools. 

KIPP DC became part of that national network in 2001 with 
the establishment of KIPP DC KEY Academy in a church 

basement in Anacostia. KIPP DC’s staff, which consisted of 
just five people at that time, went door-to-door recruiting 
students to attend KEY Academy in the school’s first year. At 
each door, KIPP DC staff promised families that KEY Academy 
would give students an education that prepared them to face 
the world. When the school opened, it had 80 students.

KIPP DC has grown significantly since those early days. The 
school system currently serves over 4,600 students at 15 

schools on six campuses across Washington, D.C., and will 

serve over 6,000 students at 16 schools by 2020. While 

KIPP DC has grown, its approach to education has remained 
consistent: figure out what works and do it well. 

Curriculum and coursework varies from school to school and 

classroom to classroom in an effort to meet the needs of each 
student. Above all, KIPP DC strives to fill its schools with the 
best possible educators and create learning environments 

where students feel safe and encouraged.

KIPP DC recognizes that providing students in the region with 

the best possible education is no easy task, and requires 
vigilant monitoring and adapting. That’s why the organization 
is part of youthCONNECT, VPP’s philanthropic effort to align 
public-private capital with evaluation experts and innovative 
nonprofits, all working to improve opportunities for 
vulnerable youth in the National Capital Region.

“Anyone who seeks to improve educational 
outcomes for students across the country 

should study the successes of KIPP DC. They 
are truly revolutionizing how to set students 
up for success in college and life.”

Mario Morino, VPP Founding Chairman 
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Prior to partnering with VPP, KIPP DC was serving 1,550 

were enrolled in KIPP DC schools. As a result of VPP’s work 
with KIPP DC, over 3,000 more low-income students in 
Washington, D.C. are receiving a quality education. 

knows what a difference the education she is receiving 

Mignon. “My daughter’s teachers are committed to her 
entire wellbeing, and that is reflected in the education she is 

Over the four-year investment period, KIPP DC more than 

time improving the quality of its schools. 87 percent of KIPP 

annual tests than students at traditional Washington, D.C. 

The success of KIPP DC students isn’t limited to test scores. 

The Results

Mignon Pinson’s 10-year old daughter is a fifth grader at KIPP DC Northeast Academy, 
which opened in the final year of VPP’s investment. Mignon has seen the impact 
of a KIPP DC education firsthand. “From day one, KIPP DC struck a match for my 
daughter,” says Mignon. “Thanks to KIPP DC, she comes home and looks at colleges and 
universities online, without her father and me even mentioning it.  

Thanks in part to VPP’s investment in the school system, the 
Pinson family’s experience with KIPP DC is not unique. VPP’s 
investment has enabled KIPP DC to increase the number 

of students it serves without compromising the caliber of 

education it provides. Today, KIPP DC is one of the largest and 
highest-performing school systems in Washington, D.C.

Strengthening the Organization 
From the beginning of their partnership, KIPP DC and VPP 
were acutely focused on the four aspects of the business 

planning process that were guaranteed to improve the long-
term capacity of KIPP DC to provide students in Washington, 

D.C. with excellent educations.

Human Capital 
VPP’s funding allowed KIPP DC to hire the right people, 
not just the people they could afford to hire. KIPP DC was 
able to put top-notch experts in place in the organization’s 
central office. Hiring skilled managers and experts has 
allowed KIPP DC’s leadership to focus on the organization’s 
strategic growth and allowed teachers and principals to focus 

exclusively on the students.

Investing in capable central office staff allowed KIPP DC 
to effectively capitalize on the opportunity to acquire the 
Arts and Technology Academy, a D.C. charter school in 
need of new management and leadership. The successful 
acquisition of the school in early 2014 made KIPP DC the first 
school system in the national network of KIPP schools to be 
entrusted with a school in need of a swift turnaround. 

KIPP DC’s need for additional human resources also led the 
organization to create the Capital Teaching Residency, a 
teacher training program that prepares aspiring teachers to 

be outstanding educators in Washington, D.C. The Capital 
Teaching Residency allows KIPP DC to train and certify their 
own teachers, developing a pipeline of talent to fill KIPP DC 
schools. The program has quickly developed into a successful 
venture for KIPP DC; 30 percent of the teachers hired for 

the 2014-2015 school year were Capital Teaching Residency 
participants.

Technological Advancements 
With VPP’s support, KIPP DC was able to strengthen and 

organization’s commitment to being performance based. 
In collaboration with Friendship Public Charter School, 

transformative data warehouse that gives teachers the ability 
to use data in a more seamless fashion. Now, staff members 
across KIPP DC are better equipped to use data to improve 

VPP’s partnership with KIPP DC allowed the school system to grow to serve more 
students without compromising the quality education that each KIPP DC student 
receives. As John Duff said, “Today, KIPP DC is bigger and just as good.” Metrics related 

all have one thing in common: KIPP DC met and exceeded the goals VPP and KIPP DC set 
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Enrollment Growth 
Prior to partnering with VPP, KIPP DC was serving 1,550 
students. At the end of the investment period, 4,603 students 

were enrolled in KIPP DC schools. As a result of VPP’s work 
with KIPP DC, over 3,000 more low-income students in 
Washington, D.C. are receiving a quality education. 

Mignon Pinson’s daughter is one such student, and Mignon 

knows what a difference the education she is receiving 
now will make in her daughter’s future. “KIPP DC’s mission 

and goals drive everything they do in their schools,” says 

Mignon. “My daughter’s teachers are committed to her 
entire wellbeing, and that is reflected in the education she is 
receiving.”

Student Academic Achievement 
Over the four-year investment period, KIPP DC more than 
tripled the number of students it serves, while at the same 

time improving the quality of its schools. 87 percent of KIPP 
DC’s students score 20 to 30 percentage points higher on 

annual tests than students at traditional Washington, D.C. 
public schools with similar demographics. 

The success of KIPP DC students isn’t limited to test scores. 
95 percent of KIPP DC’s class of 2013 received a high school 

diploma and 84 percent of the class went on to college, which 

represents a nine percent increase from the beginning of the 

investment. 

Outcomes for Students

Mignon Pinson’s 10-year old daughter is a fifth grader at KIPP DC Northeast Academy, 
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represents a nine percent increase from the beginning of the 

investment. 

Outcomes for Students

Mignon Pinson’s 10-year old daughter is a fifth grader at KIPP DC Northeast Academy, 
which opened in the final year of VPP’s investment. Mignon has seen the impact 
of a KIPP DC education firsthand. “From day one, KIPP DC struck a match for my 
daughter,” says Mignon. “Thanks to KIPP DC, she comes home and looks at colleges and 
universities online, without her father and me even mentioning it.  

Thanks in part to VPP’s investment in the school system, the 
Pinson family’s experience with KIPP DC is not unique. VPP’s 

education it provides. Today, KIPP DC is one of the largest and 
highest-performing school systems in Washington, D.C.
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allowed KIPP DC’s leadership to focus on the organization’s 

Investing in capable central office staff allowed KIPP DC 
to effectively capitalize on the opportunity to acquire the 
Arts and Technology Academy, a D.C. charter school in 
need of new management and leadership. The successful 
acquisition of the school in early 2014 made KIPP DC the first 
school system in the national network of KIPP schools to be 
entrusted with a school in need of a swift turnaround. 

KIPP DC’s need for additional human resources also led the 
organization to create the Capital Teaching Residency, a 

be outstanding educators in Washington, D.C. The Capital 
Teaching Residency allows KIPP DC to train and certify their 
own teachers, developing a pipeline of talent to fill KIPP DC 
schools. The program has quickly developed into a successful 

the 2014-2015 school year were Capital Teaching Residency 
participants.

Technological Advancements 
With VPP’s support, KIPP DC was able to strengthen and 
expand its data management team and enhance the 

organization’s commitment to being performance based. 
In collaboration with Friendship Public Charter School, 
another D.C. charter school, KIPP DC was able to create a 

transformative data warehouse that gives teachers the ability 
to use data in a more seamless fashion. Now, staff members 
across KIPP DC are better equipped to use data to improve 
student outcomes. 

VPP’s partnership with KIPP DC allowed the school system to grow to serve more 
students without compromising the quality education that each KIPP DC student 
receives. As John Duff said, “Today, KIPP DC is bigger and just as good.” Metrics related 
to enrollment growth, campus and school growth, and student academic achievement 

all have one thing in common: KIPP DC met and exceeded the goals VPP and KIPP DC set 
at the beginning of the investment.

Total: $5.9 Million
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“VPP helped us conceptualize the 

future of KIPP DC. They got us 

to see and believe that through 

planning, we could reach even 

more students in Washington, D.C. 

without compromising the quality 

of our schools.”

Allison Fansler, 

KIPP DC President and COO

“Anyone who seeks to improve 

educational outcomes for students 
across the country should study the 

successes of KIPP DC. They are truly 

revolutionizing how to set students 
up for success in college and life.”

Mario Morino, 

VPP Founding Chairman 
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